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About This Game

Face your Destiny!

In Andergast, whose inhabitants are considered to be notoriously superstitious, King Efferdan awaits a state visit from high-
ranking dignitaries. For centuries the kingdom has been at odds with neighboring Nostria, but now first steps are being

undertaken toward a lasting peace. But a plague of crows troubles the king, for the birds are acting with unusual aggressiveness,
even attacking humans. Moreover, there are those among the citizens of Andergast who swear that the crows are bringing them

dark nightmares. As the belligerent creatures infiltrate even the castle itself, the king seeks a skilled bird catcher - an
opportunity for young Geron to prove that the reputation for ill luck that has followed him since childhood is undeserved.

Following an audience with the king, the prestigious task is assigned to him. However, not only does his task prove unexpectedly
difficult, but it also turns out to be the first step of the greatest adventure of his life, which will lead him to the borders of the

charted lands of Aventuria and beyond.

With a history of more than 25 years, The Dark Eye is one of Europe's best-known role-playing brands. In addition to the
popular pen & paper adventures, TDE has also inspired a series of successful computer games. The Dark Eye: Chains of Satinav

immerses players deep in the world of Aventuria, where they experience an amazing story and explore lands never before
featured in a TDE computer game.

Key Features

An epic fantasy soundtrack, as well as high-quality voiceovers to provide an unparalleled gaming experience.
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Dive into the fantastic world of Aventuria and experience an epic adventure, written by experienced authors of the
popular pen and paper fantasy role-playing game The Dark Eye.

From the makers of A New Beginning and The Whispered World
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The voice acting is totally cringy. Item combinations are sometimes so vague and far fetched it required resorting to external
resources to figure it out. And I couldn't find myself caring for the story much either. A shame because other Daedalic point and
click games have been excellent.. Don't support this game.
Some people working on this game might have done a good job, but others flushed it into the toilet.
Among reasonable puzzles you will encounter nonsensical ones that will ruin your sense of achievement. Choices in the game
are fake, except maybe one case. The game is super linear. The story has an ok concept but was obviously inspired only in the
beginning. They didn't know what to do as the story was nearing its conclusion, which feels unfinished. The main villain
conclusion is super weak and the the game itself ends before the whole story is finished.
If you play on the mode without visual clues, you will sometimes be expected to click on spots where is no visual indication that
you should click there.. yes, I talk about the dove egg in the cage for example. On top of that, by playing on the more
challenging mode, not only you won't get the achievement for finishing the easy mode, not only you won't get the achievement
for using visual clues less than 50 times, you also have to play the whole game from the start!! it is not enough to break the rules
of the challenging mode!! Why would that be so?
Why would they let anyone, who suggested the achievement for breaking things 100 times anywhere near any game
development process??? Lets have the players click for 5 minutes or more for no reason. That would be fun. And that is not just
one case. Many of the achievements in this game are for things that you would never do and are plainly made to prank you.
Last game from Daedalic I paid for.
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